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Patients undergo surgery and anaesthesia on a daily basis across the United States and throughout the world. A major source of worry for these patients continues to be inadvertent hypothermia, once core temperature <36°C (96.8°F). Despite well-documented adverse physiological consequences, anaesthesia nurses continue to have a difficult task in keeping patient warmth pre-/peri-/post-surgical procedure. Thermostasis within postoperative patient necessitates the collaboration of many individuals. In order to provide safe and high-quality treatment, it is essential to use the most up-to-date data to guide therapeutic procedures targeted at achieving balance body temperature in surgical patients. Providing a review of the physiology of perioperative temperature variations and the comorbidities linked with accidental intraoperative hypothermia, this article will also provide preventive and treatment methods.

1. Introduction

Patients undergoing surgery and anaesthesia often experience drops in core-body temperature to <36°C (96.8°F) [1–3]. Hypothermia is characterised by widespread metabolism reduction that affects all bodily systems at the same time. Between 50 and 90 percent of surgery patients suffer from hypothermia at some point throughout their recovery period [4, 5]. The consequence is significant physiological alterations, including changed heart function, fluctuations in state of awareness, shivering and extended plasma half-lives of medicines, which may also enhance oxygen consumption by up to 500 percent [6–8]. Hypothermia is linked with a number of additional negative outcomes, including an increase in the duration of hospital stay, an increase in infection rates, and an increase in cardiac events [9]. According to research, individuals who maintain a normal body temperature during the surgical process are less likely to get infections (64 percent), have 44 percent less cardiac problems, and are 34 percent fewer likely to need perioperative mechanical breathing. Furthermore, patients who got hypothermic were discharged from the hospital 40 percent sooner than those who did not become hypothermic [9, 10]. A solid understanding of the factors that contribute to perioperative hypothermia, as well as the mechanism of heat exchange in operating patients during their peri-anesthesia and post-surgical time frame, and also the physiologic changes related with this heat loss, are required for the implementation of guiding principles in the peri-anesthesia context [11]. It is also necessary to be familiar with the risk factors for hypothermia. Perianesthesia nurses continue to play a significant role in maintaining thermal balance in surgical patients. In the postoperative care of operating patients, via treatments targeted at reducing temperature loss, however preserving and/or recovering normothermia differentiates the difficulty faced by perianesthesia nurses from other types of challenges [11–13].

Herein, we first explained the temperature monitoring for patient undergoing anaesthesia and the basic science and temperature regulation physiology of heat lost from a patient to the environment. We explained the various risk factors to improve intraoperative heat control throughout the process.
Next, we highlight the perianesthetic heat loss and the phenomena, balance between thermolysis and thermogenesis and the physiological changes as a result of hypothermia, as well as the various variables for the improvement of perioperative hypothermia. Finally, we highlight the hypothermia and its consequences and provide the concluding remarks. This review will give readers an overview of the implications for perianesthesia nurses in terms of intraoperative changes in temperature and factors associated for unintentional post-operative hypothermia.

2. Temperature Monitoring

“Every patient undergoing anaesthesia should have his or her temperature monitored whenever clinically significant changes in body temperature are intended, expected, or suspected,” as described by the American Society of Anesthesiologists’ guidelines concerning fundamental anaesthetic observation [14]. Due to the fact that this recommendation does not specify the method of temperature monitoring to be used, when to monitor, or for how long to monitor, variability in patient safety and broad variance in clinical practise will result. The American Society of Perianesthesia Nurses (ASPN) recommendations offer scientific proof guidelines for monitoring temperature in anaesthesia care settings[15].

Inner abdominal-area / thorax /neural tissue-temperature is defined as CT (CT). This temperature is carefully regulated, and it is typically 2 – 4°C (3.6 – 7.2 degrees Fahrenheit) elevated in comparison to dermal thermo-readings. During general anaesthesia, CTs remain frequently monitored across several sites such as the distal oesophagus, bladder (in instances of excessive urine flow), nasopharynx, and the pulmonary artery, among other places. The CT of people is the single greatest indication of their thermal state, despite the fact that it is not fully representative of their body heat content and distribution [16]. Axillary, rectal, bladder (having low urine flow), and mouth measures of near-CTs are more frequently utilised in regional anaesthetic patients during the perioperative period than other methods of temperature monitoring. This kind of measurement is usually less difficult to acquire, although it is influenced by external factors (such as the surrounding environment’s temperature) and internal factors (such as the body’s regional cutaneous blood flow). When it comes to axillary and oral temperatures, this concept makes sense, but the differences between bladder and rectal temperatures are less apparent. Temperatures in the rectal area are usually very closely related to CTs [17–19]. In the event of malignant hyperthermia (MH) and heat stroke, however, these precautions are not taken [20–22]. Furthermore, because rectal temperature lags after true CT during cardiac bypass, it is considered a near CT in patients who have been deliberately chilled. As a result, while taking rectal temperature readings, extreme care must be used. When urine flow is high, bladder temperature equals pulmonary artery thermal-reading / CT; however, upon reduced urine output, bladder temperature come close to rectal temperature [23, 24]. Beside this, temperature of bladder is also regarded to be a near-core metric because of its reliance on urine flow. As a result, the capacity of any of these measurements to represent CT is severely restricted. The most appropriate thermoregulatory monitoring location throughout perioperative, intra-operative and after operation timeframes remains disputed, with the best source varying depending on the age of the patient. Preoperative temperature measures are most frequently taken by mouth for adults, oral or axillary temperature measurements are taken by mouth for paediatric patients, and axillary measurements are taken by hand for newborns. When feasible, an esophageal probes are employed for intra-surgical patient CT determinations. This technique is relatively safe / inexpensive, offering peak precise evaluation for thermo-readings available on the market. Furthermore, this measurement is the most precise when there are significant fluctuations in temperature. However, measuring the oesophagus is more difficult in patients receiving regional or controlled anaesthesia, as well as in those who are recovering from surgery. Except in the case of severe thermal disturbances, CTs may be calculated with acceptable precision from near-core observations taken near the core [25–27]. The application of a liquid-crystal temperature strip to the forehead is another popular method of thermal monitoring. These gadgets are low-cost, non-invasive, and simple to use, making them an excellent choice. Despite the fact that dermal thermo-reading remain significantly lesser in comparison to CT-readings, with increased vulnerability to environmental temperatures, these strips will offer a good approximation of CTs when regulated with a proper off-set (0.5°C in conscious individuals, 1°C in drowsy/anaesthetized individuals) [28]. 19 When temperature fluctuations are more severe, for as during MH, liquid-crystal thermal-strips prove ineffective for noticing temperature rises within porcine models [29]. Such detectors were un-evaluated in people regarding this role, consequently not being recommended for human MH determination [30]. As a result of these considerations, CTs / near-CTs could become employed within the peri-surgical timeframes once risk-benefit analyses are concluded, knowing that clinical-setting situations could necessitate the use of a different technique.

The new AORN “Guideline for prevention of unintended patient hypothermia” gives guidelines in recognizing parameters related to intra-surgical hypothermia and its circumvention, teaching peri-surgical professionals regarding this issue, together with implementing applicable guidelines / protocols (Figure 1) [31].

3. Background Basic Science

There are four different ways through which heat may be lost from a patient to the environment. Radiation and convection are the most significant contributions to global warming [32]. Heat is emitted by any surfaces that are warmer than absolute zero, which is known as radiation (thermal) (infrared radiation). This emitted heat is absorbed by all surfaces in the immediate vicinity. As a result, the patient generates heat that is radiated into the surrounding environment. During surgery, radiation is most likely the most significant heat-loss source.
3.1. Convection. Usually, minute layers of static-air in proximity to the dermal layers serve as insulation, preventing conduction-based heat from being transmitted through the skin to nearby air molecules. Once air currents pass across it, this layer is disturbed, the insulating qualities of the layer are significantly reduced, resulting in increased heat loss. Convection is the term used to describe this process, which is the foundation for the notion of wind cold factor. When it comes to non-OR hospital settings, room air is usually replaced four times per hour, whereas in distinctive operating room (OR), room air is circulated fifteen times per hour. Because of the little perceptible flow of air throughout the operating room, these rooms are perceived as being cooler. Surgical curtains serve as thermal insulators, reducing convective heat loss to a bare minimum. Contrary to popular belief, convection-based heat-loss forms 2nd paramount cause for thermal-losses within OR.

3.2. Conduction. Conduction can be described as thermal-transference through conductive media deprived of any discernible movement of the medium itself. Because of the temperature differential between two mediums and the material’s heat conductivity, heat transfer occurs at a faster pace in certain cases. For the reason that the patient is in close touch with foam protecting sheet on the operating table, conduction contributes only a small portion of the heat loss during surgery.

3.3. Evaporation. This can be described as transformation of liquids into vapors once temperature is below the boiling point. As a result, molecules with the greatest kinetic energy can escape from a liquid’s surface, decreasing the kinetic energy (KE) and therefore reduce the temperature. This kind of thermal loss is most often seen when sterile preparation solutions are used in the manufacturing process. It is possible that evaporative losses from surgical wounds will also be a factor [32].

3.4. Temperature regulation physiology. The human thermoregulatory system is capable of maintaining a constant body temperature inside under typical conditions; the usual body temperature is about 37°C. In the operating room, on the other hand, a collection of changed thermoregulatory mechanisms and lower ambient temperatures classically leads a reduction in CT. Hypothermia takes place once CT is less than 36°C, is a reasonably frequent occurrence within operating patients, with a frequency of up to 20% reported. Cases occur when healthy individuals experience CT drops of 0.5 - 1.5°C [33, 34] in the first hour after undergoing a surgical operation.

Physiologic thermoregulation is comprised of a system of afferent temperature sensing, efferent reactions and central regulation that works in concert. Thermosensing cellular populations found within spinal cord, brain, thorax, skin surface together with deep abdominal tissue are

Figure 1: AORN Guideline for Prevention of Unplanned Patient Hypothermia. In briefly, peri-surgical registered nurse must conduct pre-surgical nursing assessment for ruling out risk factor manifestations driving unintentional hypothermia. Throughout peri-surgical period, the peri-surgical group must take and track patient thermal readings. The peri-surgical team should take preventative measures to avoid unintentional hypothermia.
3.5. Thermoregulation and aesthetic effects. The body’s temperature is well controlled under normal conditions by controlling blood flow using arteriovenous shunts, which have been located on the surface of skin and regulate blood flow. It is possible that this blood flow accounts for as much as 10% of the total cardiac output, and that vasoconstriction might cause an improvement in mean arterial blood pressure of about 15 mmHg [36–38]. Anesthesia has a significant impact on the body’s thermoregulatory systems. The use of general anaesthetics may help prevent heat-loss-driven vasoconstriction, leading to improvement in patient thermal regulation once they are exposed to a frigid environment. The heat produced by the body is not dispersed evenly. Relatively, heat is often focused within core-regions, namely the head / trunk regions, with peripheral regions remaining lower in temperature. It’s important to observe that heat from the core is directed towards the periphery body-stress manifests by decreasing OR temperatures / vasodilation functions through generalized anaesthetic take effect due to a lack of sympathetic tone (Figure 3) [33]. Such change leads into fast CT drop, approximating 0.5-1.5°C (0.9–2.7°F), which may be detected within the first hour after surgery. As a consequence of the vasodilation characteristics of general anaesthetics, this redistribution hypothermia is not a true loss of heat, but instead of a transfer in heat energy from the central to the periphery, which causes the patient to become hypothermic. Following the administration of general anaesthesia, the warmer periphery created by the drug increases the likelihood that the patient may lose CT into external OR area.

Hypothermia under generalized anaesthesia follows distinct profiles, with early-phase fast drop in CT (Phase I), followed by more gradual decrease in CT (Phases II, III, and IV). A plateau-phase (Phase III) take place on process termination, during which CT stabilises (Figure 4). Thermal redistribution may be responsible for the fast heat loss seen during Phase I in the first hour. Phase II (heat transfer from the warmer perimeter to the rest of the environment) is characterised by a gradual linear decrease that occurs over a period of 2-4 hours, during which thermal loss surpasses metabolic heat generation [39–41]. Phase III (thermal homeostasis) starts following 3 - 4 h, once CTs of 33 to 35 degrees Celsius cause peripheral vasoconstriction [42, 43]. Neuraxial anaesthesia, like generalized anaesthesia, interferes with physiologic thermoregulation, but it does so via a different mechanism. The thresholds for tremors / vasoconstriction are lowered (approximately 0.6°C) with epidural 28,29 and spinal anaesthesia, respectively (1.08°F). Leg skin sensors provide afferent heat input is responsible for a large portion of the control of the CT. Within conventional ORs, constant cold-signals remain generating from peripheral regions, which are then processed [44]. Thermal input, on the other hand, is stopped across the blocked areas in regional anaesthesia. The lack of cold signals that results as a consequence of this is perceived centrally as relative leg warmth, which eventually lowers the shivering and vasocostriction thresholds. Consequently, a patient who has been regionally anaesthetized may believe that he feels warm while are actually losing heat. Neuraxial anaesthesia is typically combined with sedatives / analgesics, which further compromise regulation by impairing the ability to regulate body temperature[45–48].

3.6. Risk Factors. Practitioners would, ideally, detect risk parameters leading to UPH before to performing any surgical operation for improving intra-surgical heat control throughout the process. When it came to identifying risk factors, ASPAN used an evidence-based practise approach [49, 50]. Following the evidence evaluation scale developed by colleagues and Stetler, this method evaluated the strength and quality of proof in descending order[51]. The American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) categories were changed to address risk/benefit ratios, with considerable body of proof confirming such guidelines, and the amount of evidence supporting the recommendations. The following are the definitions for these classes[52]:

Class I: The benefit exceeds the danger in this case, and the suggestion should be followed through on.

A suggestion falls into Class Ia if the profit exceeds the danger, and it is appropriate to carry out or administer the advise in question.

A suggestion falls into Class Ib if the profit outweighs the risk and it is not irrational to follow or implement the advice.
Classes I, II, and III: The danger exceeds the advantage, therefore the advice would not be carried out or managed.

These suggestions are backed up by three different bodies of proof:

Level-A proof includes proof from several randomised trials / meta-analyses examining various (3–5) populi, having overall reliability in the direction and size of the impact.

Level B proof base would consist of proof from single randomised trials / non-randomized investigations assessing small (2 - 3) population samples.

The proof comes from case-based investigations, treatment quality levels, or skilled opinions containing relatively small (1 - 2) groups.

Unfortunately, neither one of the risk variables found is backed by solid proof, indicating that more study in this area is required. These variables suggest a connection but not necessarily a causal relationship; for example, one patient could carry risk parameters yet not develop hypothermia despite having them. Expectantly, by identifying individuals who are vulnerable to hypothermia during the preoperative evaluation, methods to assist maintain normothermic conditions throughout the peri-surgical phase may be devised.

### 3.7. Perianesthetic Heat Loss

The hypothalamus is in charge of regulating and maintaining body temperature, which is altered during the duration of perianesthesia [53–55]. The effects of generalized and regional anaesthesia on thermo-regulation are similar. Generalized anaesthesia impairs the hypothalamus’ capacity to control the small margin of temperature variation within which it operates [56, 57]. In turn, this leads to a suppression of both centrally mediated vasoconstriction and peripheral vasodilation [58, 59]. Regional anaesthesia, on the other hand, causes a centrally
mediated vasodilation that prevents peripheral vasoconstriction, resulting in re-distributing core-heat with consequent thermal losses throughout surgical procedure/s [53, 58]. According to research, the majority of patients have predictable patterns of heat loss due to anesthetic-driven thermoregulatory disruption coupled to body contact with colder OR ambient [60, 61]. During anaesthesia, there is a decrease of body heat that happens in 03 stages. During the first hour following operation, Phase I, or redistribution, occurs and anaesthesia due to fast systemic circulatory re-
distribution from patient core into peripheral areas throughout initial 60 minutes of surgery / anaesthesia. This is indicated through significant CT decrease (1 – 3°C) [58, 59]. In consequent 2 - 3 hours post-surgery, Phase II (linear phase) thermal losses remain, however, CT drops are less drastic/rapid and follows a linear trend. A decrease in the rate of decrease in the patient CT is caused by thermal losses surpassing the amount of heat produced by metabolic processes [58]. Eventually, within Phase III (the plateau-phase), thermostasis is achieved having the least amount of heat loss. When thermal loss matches metabolic heat generation, the body’s CT remains constant [58].

The four main processes of thermal loss for operating patients will define the rate of heat loss throughout the linear phase: evaporation, conduction, convection, and radiation. Evaporation routes predominate thermal losses for operating patients.

Radiation, or the transmission of heat from one surface to another despite the presence of a constant ambient temperature, is the most significant source of thermal loss in patients undergoing surgery and anaesthesia. When it comes to heat loss in this population, convection is the second most frequent culprit. Conduction and convection both use heat transmission mechanisms that are quite similar. During surgery, the evaporation of physiological fluids during breathing offers an additional pathway for the loss of core body temperature (Figure 5).

3.8. Physiological Changes as a Result of Hypothermia. An association linked between hypothermia and the myriad of physiological effects that occur as a consequence of anaesthesia, and this connection is well established (Figure 6). The physiological consequences are characterised by a generalized slowing of metabolism that affects all bodily systems [58, 62, 63]. Apart from the physiological consequences of hypothermia, other possibly harmful consequences include myocardial infarction, impaired wound healing, coagulopathy, improved contagion rates and prolonged advent from anaesthesia due to reduced drug metabolism along with psychological consequences such as stress, pain and changed cognitive functioning [62]. However, while all patients are at increased risk of developing adverse physiological changes as a result of hypothermia, burns and trauma, senior and disabled, infants, mal-nourished patients are among those who are most likely to experience physiological changes as a result of the condition [56]. One study looking at prognostic variables in hypothermia identified patients >70 years had higher risks for adverse consequences linked to improvement of peri-surgical hypothermia [64].

3.9. Peri-surgical Hypothermia and Its Risk Factors. Many variables lead to the improvement of peri-surgical hypothermia, some of which are listed below. In accordance with current study and previous research, aetiology / connection of variables involved with accidental hypothermia are well understood and supported. Temperature and timing of the room natural light are critical. The ambient room temperature continues to be the most important interoperative variable in determining whether or not patients will develop hypothermic during surgery. In three landmark investigations, researchers discovered that all patients who entered operating rooms with external temperatures <70°F (21°C) were hypothermic [65–67]. As part of the research, there were no intra-surgical warming treatments given to the patients in this group. The findings revealed that the largest CT drops occurred within initial 60 minutes of presence inside OR [67]. This body of classic research, dating to 1960s - 1970s, provides substantial proof in support of regulating the ambient temperature aimed at preserving thermostasis across surgery cases. Despite this, present operating rooms remain chilly. Adjusting the operating room thermostat to 70°F (21°C) as soon as the patient enters OR could reduce risk of accidental hypothermia occurring. 18 Additional comfort will be provided by maintaining the patient swaddled as best-possible, as well as by decreasing thermal loss [68].

3.10. Anaesthetic Technique. Local and generalized anaesthesia both lead to the loss of body temperature in surgical patients by redistributing heat away from the body’s centre and toward the periphery, respectively [69, 70]. Regional anaesthesia, on the other hand, causes heat loss mostly as a result of peripheral nerve block, rather than the change of the hypothalamus controlling centre for temperature regulation that happens with generalized anaesthesia [58]. Regional anaesthetic impairs the patient’s capacity to constrict his or her blood vessels. When it comes to spinal and epidural anaesthesia, the legs are the primary organs responsible for the transfer of body heat. The use of generalized anaesthesia in conjunction with local anaesthetic allows for the maximum degree of heat loss in operating patients [53]. Understanding the kind of anaesthetic, a patient has had will assist the peri-surgical nurse and the perianesthesia team in developing a complete plan of care to maintain normothermia in the patient.

3.11. Hypothermia and Its Consequences. The goal of reducing peri-surgical hypothermia needs a collaborative effort all over the surgical process. When it comes to maintaining proper thermal balance in surgery patients, awareness and training of the whole operating team, containing preoperative, intra-surgical, and post-operative nurses as well as anaesthetic providers, surgeons, and surgery technicians, are essential. The frequency of this
avoidable illness will continue to rise unless efforts are made to educate all physicians who deal with operating patients before, during, and after surgical treatment about hypothermia and its potentially life-threatening consequences. The American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPN) has well defined guidelines for avoiding hypothermia in surgery patients [71], but, research aiming at demonstrating a link between these recommendations and a reduction in the prevalence of hypothermia has been difficult to conduct.

Preoperative some patients come in the operating room with hypothermia, but there is no information available on the prevalence of preoperative hypothermia. Showers in the morning, skin preparations, scant-clothing, together with vasodilator impact from pre-medication form variables that lead to a drop in body temperature. Preoperatively, one of the most essential goals should be to get the patient to surgery in a state of normal thermal balance. As a result, maintaining patients warm before entering the operating room highlights the requirement of early nurse involvement targeted at preserving normothermia in the patient [72, 73]. In order to maintain preoperative normothermia, blankets and forced-air warming equipment may be used, which could aid lower prevalence of peri-surgical hypothermia. Moreover, warming patients before they enter the operating room has been shown to have anxiolytic effects and to make the insertion of intravenous catheters easier [74]. In addition to caps and warming lights, which may be beneficial for babies, there is a paucity of research on their effectiveness.

3.12. Intra-surgical. Hypothermia during surgery may be substantially reduced if the operating room temperature is maintained at 70°F throughout the procedure [75, 76].
Although 70°F may appear excessively warm to the operating room personnel, maintain the environment warm until the incision could help to substantially minimise the first Phase I drop in body temperature after the incision. Warming blood products, IV fluids and irrigants may all help to keep the body’s thermal balance in normal range. Anesthetic gases that have been heated and humidified also have a role an essential function in maintaining body temperature. Additionally, the use of warming blankets, layered draperies, and head coverings may help to offer extra thermal protection. Forcible warming has been shown to be one of the most efficient treatments for sustaining intra-surgical hypothermia, according to research [77]. The use of forcible heating equipment in the operating room helps to reduce radiant heat loss, which helps to keep the patient’s body temperature stable [77].

4. Conclusion
Temperature regulation during the time of anaesthesia and peri-surgical care is affected by a variety of factors, and maintaining control over these factors is frequently challenging. When it comes to patient care, having a strong theoretical foundation is essential. Understanding the temperature physiology regulation and the risk factors linked with accidental hypothermia are important to have. Clearly, the body temperature of all operating patients, particularly those who are at risk of emerging hypothermia, must be closely monitored. The perianesthesia/peri-surgical team is in charge of putting in place preventative measures to keep the patient’s body temperature as low as possible. According to the most recent research, rather than relying on a single preventative technique to reduce heat loss in the postoperative patient, it is essential to combine several methods for optimizing endpoints. In order to extend and support current data on treatments regarded most effective for reducing the prevalence of hypothermia all over the perianesthesia/peri-surgical cycle, further research is required. For example, research into preoperative treatments to guarantee that patients enter the operating room in near-normal thermal balance provides a chance to link the gap between research and practise in today’s peri-surgical and anaesthetic settings. To use ideal proof to improve heat balance in the surgical patient necessitates the use of current and new investigation results throughout the whole perianesthesia/peri-surgical phase, which includes the full surgical procedure.
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